Dale Marshall (3rd Year MFA Lighting): The Seagull, The Foreigner, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Day of Absence (U.Va. Drama); Pump Boys and Dinettes (Heritage); Intimate Apparel (Live Arts)

Sara Morrow (2nd Year Drama)

Daria T. Okugawa (3rd Year MFA Acting): Fuddy Meers, Dead Man’s Cell Phone (U.Va. Drama); Sound of Music, Last Night at Ballyhoo (Heritage); The Goat, Noises Off, Tartuffe (Live Arts)

Jacquie Walters (4th Year Echols Interdisciplinary Major in Film and Theatre Performance): The Foreigner, Some Girl(s), So Careless, The Seagull, Oklahoma! (U.Va. Drama); Thoroughly Modern Millie (FYP)

Richard Warner (Professor, Acting/Directing)
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES:
REFLECTIONS FROM TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

“The apartment faces an alley and is entered by a fire escape, a structure whose name is a touch of accidental poetic truth, for all of these huge buildings are always burning with the slow and implacable fires of human desperation.”

“She lived in a world of glass and also a world of music. The music came from a 1920 victrola and a bunch of records that dated from the same period....These records were souvenirs of our father, a man we barely remembered, whose name was rarely spoken.”

********

“When you look at a piece of delicately spun glass you think of two things: how beautiful it is and how easily it can be broken…”

********

“A Psychiatrist once said to me, “You will forgive the world when you’ve forgiven your father.” I’m afraid it is true that my father taught me to hate, but I know that he didn’t plan to, and, terrible as it is to know how to hate, and to hate, I have forgiven him for it and for a great deal else.”

“Sometimes I wonder if I have ever forgiven my mother for teaching me to expect more love from the world, more softness in it, than it could ever offer?”

“The best of my work, as well as the impulse to work, was a gift from the man in the overstuffed chair, and now I feel a very deep kinship to him. I almost feel as if I am sitting in the overstuffed chair, exiled from those I should love and those that ought to love me. For love I make characters in plays.”

********

“Time is short and it doesn’t return again. It is slipping away while I write this and while you read it, and the monosyllable of the clock is Loss, Loss, Loss, unless you devote your heart to its opposition.”

WHO’S WHO IN THE GLASS MENAGERIE

Kate Burke (Associate Professor, Voice, Acting)
Jessica Cloutier-Plasse (3rd Year MFA Technical Direction): The Seagull, Two Gentlemen of Verona (U.Va. Drama)
Geoffrey Culbertson (3rd Year English): The Seagull (U.Va. Drama); Tartuffe, Sweeney Todd (Live Arts); Much Ado About Nothing (Hammer)
Alex Grubbs (3rd Year MFA Acting): Dead Man’s Cell Phone, Imaginary Invalid, Fuddy Meers (U.Va. Drama); Barefoot in the Park (Heritage); Ajax, Philoctetes (Theatre of War U.Va.); Tartuffe (Live Arts)
Claire Hart (4th Year Drama, History): Language of Angels (U.Va. Drama)
Jeffrey D. Kmiec (2nd Year MFA Scenic Design): Pippin (U.Va. Drama); As You Like It, The Tempest (Illinois Shakespeare Festival)
Mickie Marie (3rd Year MFA Lighting): Lighting Design: Pippin, Imaginary Invalid (U.Va. Drama); Red, White, and Tuna (Heritage)